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a
Here we are once again. In a future edition of Pegasus9 we

should like to feature news of past members of staff end students
of Exeter University, end any such inforriation would be more than
wc-].come. I wish to thank all memhcrs of staff and students who
helped to make this magazine possible, especially Valerie, our
secretary, without whom this would he merely a nile of paner.
Farewell, nn I hope that you enjoy the 1)82 issue of Pegasus.
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Feflexions of a New Zealand Classicist in Exeter

Classics and Tew Zealand sound an odd combination do Kiwi
clessicists wear grass skirts and chant their conjugations to the
accompaniment of a ‘rar dance? Dr scan hexrnneters in the rugb’r scrum,
come to that? The reality is disapmointing Latin has been taught
in New Zealand schools as lon as the schools have been there (though,
sadly, in increasingly fewer of them), and syllabuses often resemble
British ones. And the university departmants (which four of the six
universities have) arc largely staffed by neonle with British degrees.
Yet reflexiop. may suggest that these similarities should be a cause
more; of delight than of depression, if they show how universal the
study of the classics is.

I decided in 1980 that a couple of terms spent teaching in a
British university would be interesting and enjoyable, and would
moreover nrovide a stimulating extension to a period of study leave.
So I started writing to British departments to see if anyone was
interested in an exchange • which would mean sin-ely that bodies would
change niacas and do each work. Father to my surprise I struck
oil in the person of Alan Griffin in my first batch of letters.
Exeter was near the top of my list (partly because I had never been here
end nartlv because of my friendsh:ip with a retired siesTher of another
deartment here who snends much of her tine in New Zealand) and was
able to give me an account of the Exeter department (both past and
present) that seemed to guarantee a. worthwhile stey here. The
authorities at both ends were cc o:erative and the exchange was on.

In the end my original, plans for study leave had to be altered,
end on a hot, sunny Christmas Day, two das after finishing the
exer’ining of a large heap of Classical studies napers. from. the schools,
we left Auckland. Our summer holiday consisted of a fortnight spoilt
in various interesting places along the way, from steaming Singapor - to
frozen Istanbul. We nearly did not reach England, let alone Exeter,
because of the weather, but it was a relief when we got here to find
that the Professor was snowbound in Pennsylvania (not as distant as we
at first innocently supposed) and that half the students were also
exnected to be delayed. So within a few days I was embroiled in the
excitements of a ne teaching term and of living and learning about a
new university, in the spirit neither, I hope, of the wide-•eyed colonial
uncritically absorbing the wisdom of the old world nor of the brash
antipodcan determined to show the effete motherland how much better things
are done down there.

New Zealand is a country of 3 million hiiman inhabitants and 60
million sheen, of flightless birds and three-eyed. lizards, of Moas
(extinct) anci Nuldoon (not yet) which has produced Sir Ronald Syme
as well as Sir Edmund :dizlary and which buys more books per head than
any other country in the world (even if those on ruiby are catalogued
in the 200s). ,r university is in Auckland . a town nearly the size
of Birmingham, near the northern (warmer) end of the North Island.
The largest town in New Zealand, it also has the largest university,
with an enrolment of some 12,500 students; even though many of these
are part-time, this means that in student numbers it is more connarable
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with Oxford and Cambridge than with Exeter. The B.A. de;ree is
constructed on what has come to be knon as the cafeteria principle:
a student tn.ke, over a minimum of three years, a total of 21
apers’ at various levels and in four to six subjects. It is
therefore possible to do a whole degree in the Classics Department
(which contains five suhjects? including Hebrew), hut few students
do so; on the other hand, a large number whose main interests are
elsewhere do a paner or two at first .rear level in Ancient History
or Classical Studies. Many students follow their B.A, with a
single subject M.A.. mainly h examination, over one year in the
case of Latin and Greek (some do both successively).

One important difference between British and New Z.caland uni—
versities is that New Zealand anerates an open’ university policy,
which means that anyone who matriculetes to a certain basic level
is entitled to enrol at a university. One result of this is that
few New Zealanders can feel cheated of a university education; another
is a predictably high failure rate, especially in the first year.
Moreover, the population of New Zealand, like that of Australia, is
mainly concentrated in a. handful of large toms, in which the uni
versities are; most students are expected to live at home and
attend their local unvcrsity, and where thare able to do so their
grant does not include any allowance for subsistence. There is thus
little comnetition between students to attend a particular university
or between universities to attract students; what may occur is
rivalry between derartments of the same university to attract the
more able students in the area. All denertrnents perforce play .he
numbers gnme and because the Classics in New Zealand as elsewhere face
problems such as declining enrolments in the schools and accusations
of irrelevance (to what?), Classics departments over the last decade
have taken particular care to ensure that what they offer in the
cafeteria is interesting and well taught. Often the very smallness
of classes is seen by students as an advantage, since it enables the
sort of personal contact between lecturer and student that is almost
imoossihle, despite the efforts of tutors, in, say, an Anthropology
class of 850.

0$ course I have found Exeter different in many ways from Auckland.
It is a pleasant change to teach students whose tine is more or less
at the disposal of a single department (or two), instead of those who
have to fit a Greek Prose in between a bioloei practical and a
Chineoral; and I am sure that a residential University has
tremendous advantages over one where students retire nightly to the
bosoms of their often uncomprehending fenilies . on the other hand I
do not know how various tragic and, conic extravaganzas that I have
directed could ever have reached the stage without vacation rehearsals.
I am often asked how I find the students here; the rather boring
answer is that classical students seem to be much the same (oh rming,
inte].ligent, hardworking, goodlooking etc.) the world over. But
unrhaps New Zealand students talk more without being driven into it
is this a good thing? Academic standards, so far as I can judge,
scam comparable, if one excludes these students in New Zealand with
only the minimum aualification (most have more); and a longcherished
belief that failure to identif- indirect questions was a disease strictly
endemic to the southern hemishere has been sadly dissipated. Other
longheld illusions have been shattered: the English do not spell ar1r

better than New Zealanders end — worst of all they are no better at
gettine their work in on time. One feature of the Auckland scene,
however, is conspicuously missing here (and doubtless in most other

A



British universities), namely the large number of part.time students,
esoecially the more mnture ones. These are widely various, end
include a cuantity f rniddle-eoed wemen, who in meny cases have
grown up children (sometimes university students themselves). As
students they are obviously highly motivated they bring far more
exnerience to bear on their studies than do their juniors, even if
tho:r are unused to acadeic disciplines, and, most imnortant of all,
they are usually willing to discuss nrohlems and raise difficulties
in class (being, on the whole, not too frightened of looking foolish).

I may say that rexi-r of rr fixed imnressions of Classics departments
have becor:e even more firmly entrenched. I an naturally more convinced
than ever that classical lecturers are more intelligent and work harder
than anyone else in the university, that any one classics department
will cover the whole range of noJ.itical opinions and a wide range of
outside interests and eccentrIcities, and that classical secretaries
are ladies of astonishing’ efficiencr who spend most of their time
extracting examination papers from staff by a mixture of threats end
nror’ises. I note also that classicists buy (and rend) more books
than anyone else, that their students smile sweetly and never read a
cninrter of what they are optimisticallr told to arid that there is never
enough money for the library.

It has been an interesting exnerience; I only hope Alan Griffin
is having as good a time in Aucl:land.

p • S . TT HATBPY
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SEX AND THE LXTERARY CRITIC

As a first-.rear undorraduate at Cambridge I was told tn read
Horace’s first book of Satires. Sn I went away and took out of the
Library the Victorian edition of A.Palmer (1883). Putifully I read
throwh the text. I was rather puzzled about the second poem in the
book. It was only 24 lines long, considernbly shorter than the
other nine poems in the book. It was only when I turned to Palmer’s
commentary that I realized that the poem had been bowdlerized as
being “scarcely profitable reading”. Horace Sat.I.2 is actually
l3 lines long.

This is a striking example of the bowdlerization of subjectmatter
dealing with sex, a phenomenon all too frequent in editions

of Roman satire. Perhaps the most extreme examples are the comniete
omission from many editions of Juvenal’s second and ninth Satires,
poems which deal with homosexuality. His sixth Satire has also been
censored, either as a whole or in parts, with the suppression of
briofer but supposedly salacious nassages. A secondary refuge of
embarrassed or outraged commentators is to print the text hut refrain
from coaments. One example of this is an l97! edition of the satirist
Persius, in which the translator and commentator, John Conington,
passes over lines 35_Ll of Satires I in total silence. (Read on for
a translation of these lines)

Other satirical works are subjected to the same kind of ‘deodor
izing’. For example, the Loeb edition (supposedly the edition to make
texts accessible) leaves in Latin various sexual episodes in
Satyriccn(H.Heseltine 1913)) and until recently Martial’s more risqu6
epigrams were rendered in Italian, which was evidently deemed the
appronriate language (W.C.A.Ker (1920); the revised edition (1968)
translates all the poems into English). Spreading the net still
wider, to Roman iambic oetry, Horace’s two “obscene” Emodes, 8 and
12, have seldom been printed and still less often read, Catullus
has not escaped censorship either: in his commentary (1961) Fordyce
left out 32 poems, naturally banning all references to oedicatio
and fellatio.

This sort of bowdlerization is not any surprise in scholars of
the Victorian age, although even there we find the occasional breath
of fresh air, for example in the case of Lewis’ edition of Juvenal
(1873): he not only prints the text in full, he translates it and
even provides commentary (if of a redictahie kind, e.g. on Satire 9,
??the subject of this Satire is necessarily a painful one”).

Lewis’ “en1ightened attitude is rather surprising and very much
the excertion. But more surprising perhaps is that the Victorian
attitude has persisted so strongly. Puff was one of the Victorian
editors of Juvenal who escluded Satires 2 and 9 and some paragranhs
from Satire 6 from his editior, first published in 1898. His edition
was rearinted 13 times ua to 1962. Then in 1970 came the “new
edition”. Any student buying this “new edition” of Puff might have
reasonah1r exoected the missing poems and paragraphs to be supplied.
But no. The only respect in which this was a new edition was bhat it
had a new introduction by another scholar. No Satire 2, no Satire 9.
Fortunately. Duff’s edition has been superseded by the more recent
editions of Ferguson (1979: text and commenta) and Courtney (1980:
commentary only), so that there is now no difficult’,- in reading the
cornalete text of Juvenal.



That omission has been repaired but there are other, more

disturbing. manifestations of this sort of Victorian attitude. In

1$ Dr.J.C.Branhle published a book on Persius (Persius and the

Pro-rammatic Satire) which includes close analysis of Persius’

imagery and language. His treatment of Persius’ use of sexual

the:nes (pp. lil.5 and. ch. 1, jr,ssim) is refreshingly frank and honest.

Hut to judge from the outraged shrieks of reviewers • you would be

fnrr-iven fcr thinking that BreirThie was peddlin nornogranhy.

Consider this:

“hut Bramble will not let implication be he has

no patience with nuance, with innuendo; he insists

on being tiresomely, off’nnsively, even ludicrously r

explicit”
(W.Clnusen, Snomon 1971)

and this:

(Bramble’s) coarse and unconvincing obsessiveness”

(Ci.Wiilians, Classical Philolor 1917)

and this:
“the search for sexual innuendo becomes desperate”

and again:

(Brab1e3 “Procrustean insistence on sexual implications

throughout’
(G.Townend, Journal of Roman Studies 1976)

While I would not wish to deny that Bramble occasionally perceives

sexual references where there may he none, the uruderv of these

revieuers is reminiscent of the Victorian era.

What is important is that rudery in all its forms can only limit

our ap-rreciation of Persius in particular and Roman literature in

general. Censorship distorts the literary artefact. For this

reason, the literary critic should not condone or encourage but resist

censorhip. Most Roman poetry books are carefully constructed as poetic

entities and it is an imnortant part of the job of the literary critic

to assess the bock as a whole as well as the individual components of

the book. But sunpression of any nart of the hook distorts the book

as a whole. For examole) to bowdlerize poems and 12 from Horace’s

book of odes is to remove tuo of his most powerful weapons in his

iambic armoury, for it is these two scathing and savage invectivos

as ouch as anythini’ else in the book which set Horace firmly in the

iambic tradition ofrckilochus. Again, Juvenal’s first book without

Stiro 2 and his third book without Satire 9 are lame and incomplete

as artistic entities; one might say, castrated.

Ps well as distorting the artistic ntitv as a whole, censorship

ignors the artistic merits of the individual poem which it mutilates

or sunpresses. Juvenal9s sixth Satire is a real tour dc force which

cannot be fully appreciated except when read complete, without any

paragraphs excised. Satire 9. according to H..l.Mason (I Juvenal A

Classic?’ in Critical Essays on Roman Literature Satire, ed.J.P’.

Sullivan (1963) n.96), resents “Juvenal’s art in the purest, most



concentrated form”. And Satiro 2 is in my view one of Juvenal’sfinest creations (for an apnreciation of the structure and imagery,See S.H.Braund nnd J.D.Cioud Livernool Classical Monthly 1981, p.203.-B.

Finally, you may he wondering what exactly all the fuss isabout. So that you can judge for yourselves, I cite below someof the most salacious excerr.ts which so many scholars for so longhave attempted to keen from the eyes of the “imnressionable”.

In Juvenal’s second Satire I can find nothing more outrageoust}’rtn this witty ettack on a hrnocritieal homosexual:

“Do you rant at vileness when you’re avowed the most
notorious ditch the Socratic huggers have plowed? The
hair on your body, the bristles along your arms,
pretend to show a tough he—man, yet the doctor can’t
hem but grin when you show a. hairless ass to be
cured of itching piles.”

(tr.Huhert Creekmore, Mentor Classics
(1963)

In Satire 9, the client who has rendered homosexual services to hisratron comninins:

“You think it’s easy to hold an erection and push it
in till it meets your last night’s meal?

(tr. Creekmore)

Persius Satire 4.35.-.li.l, an attack on a decadent sunbather:

“Repulsive! Giving your prick and backside’s adytum a
weeding! Showing the world a soongy vulva! Your
chin’s al]. combed and scented plusy: how is it your
windrine juts beardless at the groin? Five masseurs
might pull the plantlings up, boil your arse and fray
it with hooked nincers; yet bracken of that sort
softens never by ploughing.”

(tr.J.R.Jenkinson, text, trans., comm.
(1980)Horace Satires 1.2.116—119:

“When your organ is stiff, and a servant girl or a young
boy from the household is near at hand and you know you
can make an immediate assault, would you sooner burst
with tension? Not me. I like sex to be there and
easy to get.”

-

(tr..Rudd, Penguin (1973)
Horace oode 8.i-io:

“Do you, stinking from long life, ask what weakens rwsexual powers, when you have a black tooth and ancient
old age furrows your forehead with wrinkles and yourfoul arse—hole gapes between dried—up buttocks, like
a dysoeptic cow’s? But it’s your bosom that excitesme and your limp tits, like a mare ‘S teats, and yourflahThr stomach and your skinny thighs on top of
Swe11inr calves.”



Fraonkel (Horace (1951) r.58): “The obscenity of both lenuage and

matter was rVrobahly intended to carry on characteristic traits

of a certain type of early Greek iambi.” Even thou1h Fraenkel

does not enjoy this “renulsive” text, he acknowledr;es its “polish”

and nerceivea, the literary function of the “obscenity”.

In these few nages, I have focused unon a few oems and

prssaes of noems which have freauently been censored in the ‘aast.

Put to respond to censorship by paying disnronortionate attention

to these noerns is not an approach I would advocate in general.

Horace says, “In avoiding one moral fault fools rush into its

opposite” (Sat.I.2.2l4). Rather, if Classics is to keep its

rjghtful nlace n.s a University subject in the l98Os, we must shrug

off the remnants of Victorian nruder’r: we must read texts in their

entire y.
SU BRlUTTD

Some Maxims of Barnhy? • gleaned fron the novels of nthony Powell

and rendered into Latin by Ralph Eavtre.

A small man is at more of a disadvantaae with a cmaZ 1 women than

with a big oneS

Si parvus fueris, parvam ne ciuaere puellam;

narnque tibi magnae dainna minora dabunt. (A BuyerVs Market)

Hac any, writer ever told the truth about women? No one would believe

it iJ’ they did.

uuus homo auderet de pulchris scribere Vera;

nec, si scriptae essent, crederet ullus homo (The Acceptance World)

Tvery womcrj has to be treated empiricalZy

Quo tihi quamque modo orosit tractare puellam

non ego praeciniain dirigat usus onu3. (The Acceotance World)

Tic duty ic worth a moment s consideration i- it forces you to neglect

women

Officio nretium est operae te stringere nullo,

si foret cx illo daspiciendus amor. (The Valley of Bones)



VILLIEPS PARK

During the first half of this century, an eminent scholar named

Charles ViUiern had the idea of setting un a Trust enabling half—a—

dozen or so sixth—form Classics students to gain Dractical experience
by visiting either Italy or Greece Each :rear under appropriate super—

vix±on. This idea. became a reality upon his death, when his house

and most of his money were given over to establishing this Trust,

and in the summer of 1980 I was fortunate enough to be chosen to take

part in an ‘expedition’ to Greece under the auspices of Michael

Atkinson, a teacher of Classics at Eton, and Tim Ham, a former

classics master at Cambridge. and now a member of the Villers Park

staff. Villiers Park also runs weekly courses for students other

than classicists throughout the year, and from wha± I have gleaned

from ex--colleagues at school, the experience is very rewarding and

worthwhile. The following is a brief account of some of the events

planned and otherwise, which took place during our fortnight in Greece,

taken from a diary compiled by all those taking part.

MondRv, 21st July: We arrived in Athens at 2.30 p.m., only to be

whisked away from the airport to our hotel, and then after a brief

resuite, we made our way ua the Lykabettos il1, on the ton of which

sits the 19th century Agios Georgios chanel. This rocky outcrop,

supposedly thrown down from heaven in a. fit of anger by Athena, affords

a marvellous view of Athens and the Piraeus, and is a good starting

rint for any expedition to Athens. On the way down we wandered past

the stadium, restorec1 in 1896 for the first of the moernday Olympic

games, and then most of us saxanled our first ouzo, the first of very

many consumed on the trip, I might add! A reasonably early night,

due to jet-lap and possibly in preoaration for the next day, was
enjoyed by all.

Tuesdew, 22nd July: irst on the agenda was a trip to the National

Museum, only a few hundred yards awn,r from our hotel, taking in

especially the Mycenaean gold, and various other notable exhibits.

From there we wandered the busy Athenian streets to the old Agora, and

then to the Thesetmi, a temple dedicated to Eephaestus, possibly the

most intact of all remaining Greek temoles. Then on to the Stoa. of

Attalus, restored by the American pocket (and it shows!), the Areovapus,

and on to the Acronolis. Unfortunately, we were shooed away from the

Parthenon by neurotic Athenian policemen, and the Lrechtheum and temple

to Athena Nike were roped off. We descended on the other side, passing

the Odeuri of Herodes Atticus, the Stoa of Eumenes and Theatre of

Dionysus. Exkausted, we set off to semle Athenian night-life.

Wednesday, 23rd. July: A day trio to egina was on the itinerary today,

oassinp over the ‘wine-dark waters” off Salamis, and after having spent

the morning sun—bathing on a tourist—ridden beach, we took a bus to the

temple of Aphaia, possibly niy favourite site of the whole tour, due to

its remarkable lack of tourists. We returned to Athens in the early

evening, ready to unset the natives once more.

Thursday, 2eth July: The first stage of our Peloponnesian tour,

travelling through extremely picturesoue mountains, and stopping off to
vie’ the remarkable wall—paintings and mosaics at Osios Loukas, a
Thrzar.tine monastery. From here we travelled to Deloki, just having time

to look aroune the museum before once again stepping out on the trail of

alcohol and nightlife
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Friday, 25th July: A thorough examination of the site at Delphi was
irarle today, taking in the Stadium, Theatre, temple of Apollo, and below
the road which splits the site in two, the particularly attractive marble
Tholos, whose purpose and dedication remain a mystery. An afternoon
trip to the fishing village of Itea. was aborted, due to the only rain
experienced throughout the whole fortnight.

Saturday, 26th July: A long journey today to 1ndritsaina described in
the “Blue Guide to Greece’ as ‘ramshackle’, crossing from Antirion to
Rion by ferry. culminating in a visit to the remote and breathtaking
temple of Apollo Epikourious at Bassne, which was all roped off, presum
ably for repairs, as many columns had clearly collapsed recently. As
the night—life of Andritsaina was practically non—existent we all made
the most of an early night.

Sunday, 27th July: Leaving Andritsaina amongst ringing church—bells, we
travelled, largely on what anpeared to he cart-tracks, to Olympia, visiting
the museum and then the site, holding our own version of the Olympics in
the stadium! We then travelled to our next hotel at Pylos (it was at
this point that I realized I had left a pair of trousers at Andritsaina;
no doubt the owner is proudly wearing them at this moment, pointing out
how careless English schoolboys are!)

Monday, 28th July: Firstly we travelled to Nestos Palace, and the small
Tholos tomb nearby. From there we all began to enjoy ourselves, being
chaperoned to Oxbelly Bay”, a beautiful natural bay at the north end of
Sphacteria. its beauty was enhanced by the lack of tourists (admittedly
we had driven four miles across farmland to get there!), and making that
our base, we planned an assault on Voidikilia, a fort on Sphacterin.. A
plcas ant dinner was enjoyed on the qucyside at Pvlos, followed by yet
another disco, and the consumption of even more ouzo and retzina!

Tuesday, 29th Juir: Early in the morning, too early in fact for those
who had stayed ua all night playing poker, we ventured south to Methone,
and its Venetian castle, where imaginations ran riot as battles were
rewon, invasions repelled and oil reboiled! After a sumptuous picnic
lunch we once again retired to the beach, although a few heliophobes,
finding the anneal of the unaccustomed sun beginning to rub off, went to
discover the delights of the town of Methone.

Wednesday, 30th July: After a delayed start due to our mini-bus driver’s
hangover, we set out through hair—raising but dramatic by-roads to Sparta,
where we encountered temperatures near 100 C. Late in the afternoon so
as to avoid the full wrath of the sun, we set out for the anhydrous ghost
town of Mistras, a Byzantine settlement set on a frighteningly steep
rioun-tainside. We finally ascended the l000ft. or so to the ICastro, which
offorded breath—taking views of the Eurotas valley around Sparta and the
Taigetos mountains. Having journeyed back to Snarta, we were lucky(!)
enough to experience Spartan volta and cochinelli before retiring for a
blissful night’s sleep.

Thursday, 31st July: No fewer than three site investigations were
planned for today, so we set out early to rediscover the old city of
Sparta: however we were disappointed, as the site was over—run by various
snecies of farm—nnima1s, and there is little to see except the ruins of an
11th century church and largely unexcavated Roman theatre, We then set out
for Lorna, a snail but extremely wel1•excavated site which dates from the
3rd mii].eniur B.C., thus making it the oldest site in Southern Greece.
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We then continued northwards to Mycenne, taking in the famous

“Lion Gate” (where obstinate tourists were ushered out of the way

to enable the party to get good photographs), the grave circle

excavated by Schliemann and. the ‘tholos’ Tomb of Atreus. It is

esy to see why Mycenae was chosen to have complete contro over the

entire Argolid, due to its dominant positioning.

Friday, 1st August: After a. brief visit to the Nafplion museum, we

travelled to Epidauros, hut although the threalr was outstanding, the

site was in so much of a mess that not even our leader could make head

or tail of it. Consequently we travelled westwards to Talon and

again spent the afternoon soaking us the sun and. trying tc make con

versation with bronzed continental beauties.

Saturday, 2nd ugust: Today began with a visit to “wafl-girt Tiryns”,

by unanimous opinion more impressive in its own way than vcenae.

Then an unernected bonus to the scheduled itinerary; we proceeded over

varied cart-tracks to the Heraion of Argos, a desolate sight, but well

worth a visit. Having travelled back to Nfniion we struggled up the

1,000 steps to the fortress of Palwiidi, only to be met at the top by

our coach-driver; if only we had known there was a road up to it from

the back! After dinner, we set out to Epidaurus again, this tine to

see a production of Sophocles’ Philoctetes; however the modern Greek

dialect proved too much for us, although the ex’erience was incredible,

if a little hard on the backside.

Sunday, 3rd August: We spent our last full da’r in Ccrinth, firstly

struggling us the impressive Acrocorinth and then on to the remains of the

Roman colony at Corinth, once a rich and hustling commercial city, and

comparatively conolete. We then coirnleted our round trip to thens,

stopping off briefly at the Corinth Canal, inoressively cut throw’h two

ailes of solid rock. P. party was then held, including an introduction

to the “Bunny Came”, the object being to drink as much ouzo, retzina and

beer as nossible - further details can be obtained from me.

ondmT, lth August: “Free morning in Athens”. P cultural visit was

made to the ICorameikos, hut the majority of us raided the Flea Market, much

to the annoyance of Athenian traders. Our flight left on time: we had

a gooc view of the Austrias. Alps end by 5.30 n.m. were back in the nremature

eventide of Gatwick — needless to say, it was raining.

It need not he added that everyone on the trip thoroughly enjoyed

themselves, end, I think, a. sensible balance between culture and pleasure

was maintained. I certainly regard it as a marvellous opportunity for

‘rr student, and wholeheartedly recommend it.

MPJK WELDON
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The City of Borne in the Middle Ages

Last jear s Pegasus contained an article on the life of
Gordon McNei shforth P. S. A.. who bequeathed his library
to the University College of the South West in 1938, In..
February 1982 Rush forth s notebooks and papers were generously
donate? to the Exeter University Library by the RevEPBaker,
to whon he had left them at his death. Among the collection
are the manuscript texts of four unpublished lectures: one of
these, 1Rome in the Mzddle Ayes, was given on 8th Augusta Z922
as part of an extra -mural course, put on by the Cambridge
Universitj Local Lectures organization. It is reproduced here
exactly as Rush forth wrote it. with only a few words added
here and there [in square brackets] to conrplete the sense.
Rus7zforth illustrated his talk with slides: sixty years later,
we can look instead at the illustrations in Richard Krautheimer Ts
brilliant book, Rome: Profile of a City, 312—1308 (Princeton
Tiniversitzj Press,Tã

Let us begin by considering the importance of the idea of Borne
in the medieval mind. On the one hand there was the ancient prestige
of the City, the capital of the greatest emire the world had known,
the seat of a civilisation and art so far above what most of the
Middle Ages could attain, They may have known little about the true
history of the ancient world, or the meaning of its remains, but the
glamour of the past and the legends which grew up combined to form a
conception of almost supernatural grandeur which dominated the medieval
imagination. On the other hand, Borne was the Holy City of the West,
the seat of the visible head of the Catholic Church, the shrine of the
princes of the Aostles., Peter and Paul, and of more bodies of the saints
and more relics than any other place in the world, and so [was] one of
the three great pilgrimages, the others being Jerusalem and Cainpostela.

We may say that, physically and materially, what kept Borne together,
and ,reserved its integrity and Continuity throughout the Dark Ages,
was its Walls. Borne in the days of its greatness as capital of the
ionan Empire was an unwalled city. Almost at the end of the ancient
eeriod, when the barbarian invasions were becoming a real and tangible
danger even to Italy and the hee.rt of the Empire, Borne was fortified
by Aurelian (2715), and his walls were restored by Arcadius and
Honortus in O2 when the Goths were threatening. These ancient walls
once built were never allowed to fall into serious decay and are
standing today. Every age has left its mark on them in the form of
restorations and renewals, and though they did not give absolute
immunity, for Pore has been captured again and again, they as often
saved it from invasion and devastation, and formed a protection and
shelter behind which it could recover from the storms which from time
to time swept over it. They have enabled it to justify its title
of the ternal City.

The next point on which I should like to insist is the immense
difference. not only in life and culture and polity, but also in
outward auenrance, between medieval Borne and ancient some on the
one hard, and modern BeLle on the other. We shall see how, between
let us say the 7th and the lth centurieS,the traces of the ancient city
were steadily obliterated, so that all that was left to meet the eye was
great isolated stacks ci’ ruins, like the Coliseum and the Baths of Dio
cietion, too vast and solid to be destroyed. On the other hand,



the architectural revolution of the Renaissance, continued down to

our own days, has largely destroyed the medieval buildings, or

altered then ast recognition. Medieval remains in Rome are by

no means common or obvious. We have to search them out, and still

more we have to reconstruct the nicture cf medieval Rome in

imagination by the help of documents. Armellini, the historian

of the Roman churches, has said (r.l3) that of all the cities of

Italy Rome is the oorest in medieval monuments.

In particular, the Roman churches in the course of the last

four centures have generally been given an entirely new dress,

both inside end out, even when the original fabric remains as the

skeletnn. Take the first both in rank and age, St. John Lateren,

the cathedral church of Rome. Restored again arid again after

earthquakes and fires, Constantine’s basilica remained all through

the Middle Aces with all its added wealth of medieval monuments and

furniture. Thin the 16th and 17th centuries the interior was

completely transformed, end in the 18th the (east) front lost all

its ancient appearance by the addition of a facade which is one of

the grandest specimens of the baroque style, and worthy of the

occasion, but you would never guess that behind it [is] (or was)

the oldest church in Rome -- ‘omnium urhis et orbis ecclesjaruin

mater et caput’, as its :rouc1 title proclaims. It has no more

connexion with it than the style of Westminster Abbey has with that

of St. Paul’s. Then the greatest of all the Roman churches, and

the richest in edieva]. monuments, St. was entirely

destroyed and rebuilt in the course of the 1th and 17th centuries,

and all that represents the old church today are fraiaents of

tombs collected in the crypt, and the famous twisted vine-.co1umns

now in the balconies of the dome.

A northern visitor to Rome about the beginning of the 13th

century has recorded the vivid picture left in his memory by the

first view of Rome as he caine by the road from the North over

Monte Mario. And the two things that struck his eye were the

great masses of ancient buildin’-s (nalatia, the Coliseum etc.),

standing up smenr the houses or dominating the empty spaces within

the walls and. the 9seges turriinn’, the forest of church end

baronial towers. A number of the tall medieval camnaniles or

bel1-towers still remain beside their churches, but they are

exceutions, and far more have vanished in the reconstructions and

alterationssince the Renaissance. Still rarer are the towers

elonging to the fortified houses or castles of the great medieval

fauilies, for the Renaissance palace has replacel the baronial castle.

In the case of one of the largest roman ralaces, still belonging to

one of the oldest Roman families, the Colonna, a medieval tower is

even now attached to the Renaissance building.

What a different spectacle is presented by the view from Monte

Mario today, when the sea of roofs is dominated by the dome of St.

Peter’s and in these last twenty years by the colossal Monumento

Nazionrtle at the Capitol!
* * *

Down to the beginning of the 5th century ancient Rome with all

its great buildings and their contents was practically intact. We

cannot dwell now on the splendour and. interest of the spectacle

uresented, but the world has never seen anything like it again.
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Then in 4lO came the capture and sack of Rome by the Goths
under Alaric. The spell of the city’s inviolability was broken,
and the fcliowing centuries saw it attacked again and again. Instead
of being the ca’mitai of a gret empire and the seat of government, it
hecan.e an isolated fortress or place of refuge in the midst of a
hostile world. It was no longer safe to live outside the walls.
Under the Early Empire the city had snread out along the great reads
in suburbs and villas and parks, in a wnv which made a sort of vast
r’arden-city up to and on to the hills twenty miles away. Now all
this had to be ehandoned, and its place was gradually taken by
what we know as the Cainpagna, mere grassland with ancient ruins
scattered about it. One result of this was that the great .queducts
whicn crossed it, brinring water from the hills to Rome, could no
longer he maintained in order, and the supply if not entirely cut off
became meagre. And so the great Imperial Baths fell out of use, and
with them a whole chapter of ancient civilisation was closed. It may
e imagined how under these conditions the nopulation of the city
shrank in numbers, so that by degrees whole tracts within the walls
were abandoned and became almost as wild and desolate as the Campagna.

There was no longer any public authority interested in or
capable of keeping up the great public buildings, and there was
nothing hut the solidity of the Roman masonry and concrete con
struction to resist the gradual and inevitable process of decay.
But over one great complex of buildinrs the tradition of at least a
nominal sunervision seems to have been maintained3 and that was the
Inmerial Palace (or rather series of palaces) which covered the
Palatine Hill. It was never quite abandoned thouoh the later
Hestern Emerors and Theodoric ceased to live in Rome, and after
Jgjfljfl? conquest of Italy in the sixth century it once more became
nominally an Imnerial residence and a seat of the Imnerial government.
The Byzantine rule became more and mere unsubstantial3 and finally
faded away in the eighth century; but in 629 a Roman ineror
(Ileraclius) could still be crowned in the great hail of the !alace,
in 63 it must have been occupied by another emperor (Constans II) on
his visit to Rome, and as late as the end. of the century we still finc’
an Imperial curator naln.tii executing works of repair. After that
it was left to its fate or actual demolition, but its imposing remains
always made a great impression on the medieval world, and it was known
as ‘the great palace’ (paiatium maius). Pt the end of the 12th
century a northern visitor could still identifr end admire the House
of Augustus, i.e. that Flavian reconstruction, the wreck of which has
been revealed by modern excavation, though it had already begun to be
strimed of its marbles for the benefit of the churches.

We must remernbbr that the amount and bulk of the ancient buildings
still standing in at least the earlier Middle Ages was far greater
than anything of which we have cognisance. Human forces were not
sufficiently powerful to affect them seriously, rind they suffered
mainly through ner1ect to keen roofs and walls in order, and still
nore through occasional fires and earthciuakes. It was when the
Renaissance had given birth, not only to a real interest in the
ancient buildings, but also to a. new creative orb and architecture,
that the ancient remains were sacrificed wholesale to the needs of
the latter.

* * *
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Imperial Bone was the caTitrtl Q4’ ancient culture and religion.

Medieval Bone was the Christian caoital of the Western world. The

latest official record of ancient Rome the Catalogue of the contents

of each of the Fourteen Regions into which the city was divided, drawn

un in the l4th century tells us that it contained 423 temples. It

has often teen said that Rome has as many churches as there are days

in the year, and the real number is not very different. But as the

old Catalogues show in the Middle ages there were many more which

have now disanpeared. One list of the 1)4th century gives the total

of )41)4, which it will be noticed is nearly that of the ancient temples.

We ma’r ask, what was the prccess by which the transformation was

brought about?

There were no doubt churcbes in Rome before Constantine, hut the

history of the Roman churches we know ber.ins with the basilicas which

he built for the newly recognized religion. A few more were added

in the course of the 1th century (e.g. S.Marin. Maggiore in 352).

Then at the end of the century we get the official supnression of

naganism and the closing of the temples. But it must not be supposed

that the temnles were regularly converted into churches. It was

rather an excention when this tool: place. At the nresent day there

are only scrre half dozen churches which can be certainly said to he

converted temrles. if it had been done oftener, more ancient work

would have been nreserved: as it is, the Pantheon (S.Maria Rotunda),

the round termle by the Tiher (S.arin del Sole) and the nseudo—

eri-teral temple S.Maria Fgiziaca close by (the so ca1led Tele of

Fortuna Virilis) are some of the most complete ancient buildings to

be found in Rome. When churches were not built indcrendently, it was

secular and not religious buildings which were converted. There are

two strikino instances of this in the reion of the Forum.

On the east side, the deserted Curia, the seat of that august

body the Roman Senate, was made into the church of S.Adriono by Honorius

I about 620, and it still retains substantial remains of its latest

ancient reconstruction by Diocletian, while the adjacent senatorial

offices (the Secretarium Senatus) became the church of S.Martina, which,

though on the old site, was completely rebuilt in the 17th century.

On the opposite side, underneath the Palatine, was a building of the time

of Hadrian, with the plan of a Roman house (vestibule, atrium tablinum,

etc.), which may have been the library attached to the Tiple of

Iugustus, the high back wall cf which bounds it on one side. llere was

installed, rrobably as early as the 5th century, the earliest church

in Rome dedicated to the Virgin S.Maria Autiqua, ?Dld St.Mary’s’, a

name which it must have acquired after the Basilica Liheriana. had been

radc•dicated to Mary by Xystus III in 492 and distinguished as

S.Maria Maior Great St. Mary?s?. We shall have more to say about

St. Maria Antiq.ua nresently.
* * *

We may learn a good deal about medieval Rome from a rapid survey

of the chief encchs of church building and restoration. One great

Source of information is the Liber nontificalis or Book of the Popes,

hiograohies containing particularly accounts of what churches each

Fo’e built or restored or endowed or enriched with gifts, compiled

probably in the sixth century, but continued and added to from time to

time (notably in the 12th century), and embodying original documents

and contemporary ini.ormation. and always the local tradition.
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The first erioc1. to he noticed is what we may call the Byzantine
age the reriod that is from Justinien’s conquest of Italy in the *

middle of the 6th century down to the disaprearasce of the last
traces of Imnerial authority in the 8th. There was a regular
invasion of Greek influence accom wing the Greek officials, clergy,
monks, residents. Churches and mr.nasteries were dedicated to oriental
saints and filled with their pictures. [The period was] marked
officially by the foundation of monasteries (e.g. S.Sa’ba on the
\ventine).

P very instructive monument of this age is the church of S.
Maria Antique.. TTot an important church in rank or size, hut almost
unique in the fact that its walls were decorated with successive series
of nictures from the 6th to the 9th centuries, and then, annarently
about the middle of the 9th century, the church was buried in an
earthauake, to ‘e revealed to us in on almost untouched condition by
the excavations of 1900 end 1901. When you think how entirely the
older Roman churches which have remained in eontinuow us have been
transformed by restorations and changes of fashion down to the nresent
day, the importance of this will he realized. It is like lifting
-the curtain on the realities of that early medieval world about which
our information is so meagre, and which seem’ so remote and almost
mythical. In S.Maria Antique. we tread the navements that were trodden
‘by the Romans of the 7th and 8th centuries, they confront us pictured
on its walls in the dress and nersonal m’pearance they wore in life,
end above all we are surrounded iyr the religious art of the time
eressing their religious beliefs and tendencies.

This art is Byzantine in character. To explain its subjects we
have to go to the manuals of Byzantine art; and many of them are
accomnanied by e1anatory inscriptions in Greek. Yet this was not
the church of a foreign community. The works were carried out by or
under a succession of Popes — Martin I (619_51), John VII (705—8),
Zacharias (7)1—52), Paul I (757—68), Hadrian I (772—95). Latin
an-nears side by side with Greek in the descriptions, And the art is
3’rzantine art with a. difference: it has a certain Roman and Italian
character.

One feature of the church is significant. When first excavated
it was full of graves, not only in the floor, hut even in the form of
loculi dug out of the solid walls, especially in the outer church,
which seems to have remained in use till the 11th century. Burial
inside the city, especially around and in churches,began when the ideas
of the ancient world disapoeared, and after the catacombs were abandoned
(hio) end it was no longer safe to go outside the city.

For [the] same reason the catacombs ceased to be [a] place of
pilgrimage or religious service, and the bodies of the saints and martyrs
[were] brought into the city churches.

With the coming of the Franks and the coronation of Charles the
Great as Roman Tho;eror in 800, Rome was freed from the Byzantines and
from the Lombards, and under the comnaretively favourable conditions
which enuied, Pope Hadrian I (772—795) stands out as a notable restorer
and builder. He not only did much work for the churches, a the long
list of his restorations and donations in the Liber Pontificlis shows —
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S.Mriria in Cosrnedin, the church of the Greek uafter, was his

creation but also he raired the walls of the city, he once

riore ut four of the ancient aqueducts in working order, end he

did something to revive and. organize cultivation in the Coinagna.

There is little or nothing to show of his works today Some of

his ‘ictures survive at S.Maria ntiqua in the outer church, and

aive some idea of the church decoration of the time, end of the

decadence of art. But they cannot tell us what the work in the

reciuus metals or in textiles and embroidery was like which he

lavished on St. Heters and other churches.

One of his immediate successors Paschal I (8l7.21) continued

Hadrian’s works of restoration and decoration. Three churches

at least remain as special monuments of his activity -• S.ta Prassede,

S.ta Cecilia, and S.Maria in Domnica, and in each case the apse

mosaic from the rermonence of the material has survived, with the

Pone’s ‘ortrait. From the churches of Constantine onwards, mosaic

had bean a. regular form of church decoration, especially for the

a’se and the face of the arch which enclosed or framed it. We

may trace a real Roman school of mosaic, inderendent of Byzantine

work though affected by it. S.Mnria Antioua [was] not important

enough to have this costly decoration, hut John VIE, who did so

much for that church, rut up irmortant mosaics in his chapel of the

Virgin in St. Peter9s, of which frarments survive. By the 9th

century, as the mosaics of Paschal I show, the old inspiration bad

become fossilized; ‘:ut as we shall see, when art revived in the

12th century the :ioman mosaic workers rroduced more splendid works

than ever before. ,.. * *

The relative prosperity of the days of Hadrian and Paschalis

died away, and the 10th end 11th centuries are the darkest and most

degraded period of Rome end the Papacy. Hitherto what culture and

art existed was the last faint tradition of the art and culture of

the ancient world. But no new life was put into it, and under the

terrible conditions of the age the effort grew fainter, and the

results were more and more degraded. In the some way the ancient

city of Borne in its outward aspect was still there in the 9th century,

with the old lines of paved streets, and the temples and baths and

palaces, still containing some of their precious contents, but gradually

fallinq into ruin; while all the church building and church restoration

by the Pores was only carried on by using ur old materials and adantin’

old buildings. There was no fresh architectural or artistic movement.

A plimose of what Rome looked like in the 8th and 9th centuries is

revealed to us by a sort of guide or itineraxr, based en a nan of the

city, and intended for pilgrims or visitors. It is known as the

Einsiedeln Itinerary. It is,so to sneak, the letteress belonging

to a olen of Rome, and gives eleven routes across the city, with what

was to he seen on the way. There are no descriptions, but it shows

that at the time the main streets of ancient Rome were still used, and

that the great public buildings had mostly preserved their ancient

names. Moreover the author could read end cony correctly the

inscriptions unon them which told the story of their origin and Purpose.

Many of the buildings which he saw had disappeared before on interest

in nntic,uitias and inscriptions revived once more in the early days of

the Renaissance.
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The catastrophe which brought all this world to on end was
the devastation of Rome in by the Normans under Robert Guiscard
Duke of Anulia, brought in to save Gregory VII from the Romans. Fire
raged over most of the city, end the eastcrn quarters, the Caelian
especially, from the Forum to the Lateran, never recovered. The old
sites were buried under the ruins and ashes, and many of the old roads
end landmarks must have disappeared. The o].d church of S.Clemente is
more then l3ft. below the level of the new one. The outer church of
S .aria Antique. dedicated to St. Antony was buried in the same way, and
in later times([at the] end of the 13th century) S.Maria Liberatrice was
built high above it. * * *

As has happened before in the world’s history, a great catastrophe
has been the starting point for an architectural and artistic revival.
Besides, in the 11th and 12th centuries new life was beginning to stir
in Western art and architecture. And then there was the necessity of
replacing the destroyed or damaged churches, And so we get a whole
Series of reconstructions, and new developments of pictorial and
decorative art, belonging to what we may call the Renaissance of the
Twelfth Century which, accompanied as it was with an intellectual
revival as well, was the nrecursor of the classical Renaissance of
the 114th and following centuries.

First came the new church of S.Clemente, the one we see today,
early in the 12th century. The old marble fittings of the quire [were]
brought ur, from the church below. (Some [of the] paintings in the lower
church [were] nrohahly done just before 108)1; [those of the] story of
Clement VI are beautiful things in their way, besides being interesting
archaeologicall.r and liturgically, and show that revival was already at
work.) Then followed the SS. Quattro Coronati (iiiI), S.Adriano (1110),
S.!aria in Cosmedin (1123) in the form in which we see it, S.Maria in
Trastevere by Innocent II (l130—iL3), S.Maria Nova (about 1161) and so
forth. In the thirteenth century one outstanding work was the remodell
ing of S.Lorenzo Fuori by Honorius III (1216—27) when the new nave was
added and the orianttion of the church reversed.

One remarkable feature of these new buildings was the revival of
mosaic pictures, esnecially for the apse, in magnificent decorative forms,
based on the study of the anse mosaics of the age of Constantine, and far
more splendid end artistic than anything that had been achieved in this
way for centuries. The great examples are the anses of S.Clemente
(before 1125), S.Paolo Fuori (by Honorius III l2l627), and SMaria Maggiore
(by Nicholas IV l288-9l4), where the Coronation of Mary in the midst of
rrand convolutions of foliage is of surnassing richness and. beauty.
This and the great apse r4osaic of the Lateren were executed for Nicholas
IV by Jaco’o Torriti.

At the sane time there came into flower the exquisite and nurely
Roman decorative art of the Roman yarmorarii or marble workers, specialy
reresented by the family of the Cosriati. It was based on the study of
ancient marble and. mosaic rork, and its characteristic is the use of
decorative mosaics (they did not usually attemt figures) in both glass
(gilt) and marble tesseree applied to or Cramec1 by carved white marble
Work. Altar fronts, screens, pulpits and candelabra with twisted shafts,
averients, even grave slah, are some of its familiar forms. We need not

A
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go to Rome to see what it looks like, for Westminster Abbey contains a

small musewli of this exotic work which seems to have taken the fancy

of the art.-loving Henry III and his son Edward I. In one place we have

the signature of one of the artists T Petrus Pomanus civis’. The

shrine of the Confessor and Henry’s own tomb are the chief specimens,

the latter in almost classical forms. later, Gothic, as the fashion

of thc day, effected the Cosnn.ti work, but it must be remembered that

the c-ethic style was always an exotic in Rome, and had only a short

life there. There is only one purelir Gothic church in Rome, the

inerva (end of the l1th century).

Contemporary with the great mosaics in S.Maria Mapgiore a Roman

painter of th.e seine school, Pietro Cavallini, was decorating S.Cecilia

with grand figures end scenes. I will say nothing of the Tuscan

artists brought to Rome to help decorate the churches and nalaces at

the end of the 13th century .. Giotto and the sculptor Arnolfo di

Cambio, for they really belong to the history of the Renaissance nroper.

All this promise of a new life of Thmnn art was brought to a

premature end by the exile of the papacy at Avignon (1305.11); and

the Renaissance at Borne was vostnoned for another century.

* * *

This is one side of the picture. Rome seems to be emancipated

from the nast, and to be starting on a fresh career. But there was

another aspect of the Rome of the twelfth century which is revealed to

us by various documents of the period. The continuity of the old

tradition about the ancient Rome has been broken: the true names and

history of the buildings or ruins has been forgotten, and a whole world

of myth and legend has taken their nlace. About 1130 a Canon of

St. Peter’s Benedict (aftemrards Celestine II) drew ui an ordo directions

for the routes to be taken by the official Panal processions on festivals

and •ther occasions, Compared with the Einsiedeln Itinerary, it shows

how many of the ancient names had disapneared in the interval and been

renlaced by ‘o”ular and 1egenai.. ones. Still more important is the

book known as the Mirabilia, “the Marvels of Home”, which was probably

also drawn un by Benedict about 11)40. It is much more than an

itinerazr, and gives a detailed account of the city with descriptions

of the great buildings and stories of their origin and meaning. It

has sometimes been celled a pcnular guide book for nilgrims, but

Puchesne regarded it as the first indication cf an awakening of interest

in the enticuities of the city; the first attemnt to write what we

should call en historical and archaeological handbook. The results

indeed are quite futile from the point of view of our knowledge, but

the interest of the book is the attempt to coordinate the existing

facts and. beliefs about the ancient buildings, because there was a

public which wanted to be informed about them. Its other value is

that it tells us what was believed at the time. It shows that there

was little or no knowledge of the real facts. The ruins have got the

wrong ancient names or purely fanciful names, end fantastic stories are
told, to exulain their origin, and that of statues.

Another very interesting and instructive nicture of the antiquities

of Rome in the 12th century has lately come tc us from the discovery in

a Cambridge library of a little boo]: written by a visitor to Rome — a

certain Magister Gregorius, at the end of the 12th or beginning of the

13th century. He was presumably an ecclesiastic, and he wrote down what

he heard, and still better, what he saw in Rome for the instruction and
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edification of the community to which he belonged at home. lIe was
evidently not a nilgrim, and he ma’- have come on business connected
with his community. What makes him mnortant for us is that he shows
little or no interest in Christian ‘orie the churches and relics.
All his interest is in ancient Rome and its remains. Like the Mire.hilia
(which he does not seem to have known or used) he illustrates this new
interest in anticiuity which appears in the 12th century, though his
Roman histor’r and his identifications of buildings arc no better. On
the other band he has the great merit of telling us what he saw, and
sometimes the things he mentions are not recorded by anyone else, or
not so early we have already noticed his vivid record of the impression
made on his mind and memory by his first view of the city from Monte
Mario. with its forest of towers and mighty masses of building.
Another of his most striking descrintions is that of a marble Venus
which he was taken to see. It was ‘erfect and still retained its
delicate colouring., so that it seemed alive. ‘And’, he continues,

such was its wondrous beauty and magical charm that I was constrained
to go three times to see it,tou1itwas two miles distant from my
lodgin2.’ Such arrnreciation of ancient art was :are or non-existent
in the earlier Middle Ages, though we rnar remember that that princely
re1ate, Henry of Blois, Bishop of Winchester, brother of King Stephen,
brougiy a collection of ancient statues from Rome in 1151 to adorn his
a1ace at Winchester. And we maw also remember that we are not very
distant from the time when the remains of ancient sculpture were
influencing and inspiring the first great Tuscan sculptors, Nicholas
and John of Pisa. * * •

We must now o1anc at the secular buildings of medieval Rome.
the palacee and castles. First and foremost comes the Lateran Palace,
the regular official residence of the Popes, from Constantine down to
the beginning of the lth century. Considering its importance and long
history, and the wealth and variety of its contents and decorations, the
accumulations of apes, we know singularly little about it. The whole
thing was swept away in the 16th century, and we can only make a very
immerfect reconstruction of it from allusions and references. Magister
Gregorius sneaks of it as the winter nalace of the none, because in his
day the Vatican had already begun to he used as an alternative residence.
We know that at the entrance was a srent porch or ortico, and within was
a grand staircase leading to ten State or Papal apartments on the upner
floor. There was also a great triclinium or dining-hal1 with an anse
containing a mosaic commemorating Charles the great’s coronation in 800.
Then there were the Papal archives and library, and the Pone’s private
chanel •- the Sancta Sanctorum — the only fraraient of the palace preserved
intact, at the head of the Scala Santa. It is a snail and rather plain
Gothic che’e1 which received its nresent from in 1278, with contemporary
paintings, marble Cosmati work and pavement. In front of the palace, as
early as the 10th century, was a remarkable collection of ancient bronze
statues the M.Aurelius (“Constantine”), the Wolf, the Spinario, the head
and hand from the Colossus.

When the Popes were away at Avignon, the palace was allowed to fall
into decay, so tInt when they came back in 1377 it was uninhabitable,
and henceforward they made the Vatican Palace their official residence.
As we have said, a palace had beenì started at the Vatican in the last
half of the 12th century. In the 15th it was comnietely reconstructed
The work was begun by Nicholas V in l450, but his chanel with Fra
ngelico’s ictures [isJ the only relic. The oldest surviving nart of
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the nalace is the art built by Alexander VI: the Borgia Pane, for

his own occupation. It looks outwardly like a riedieval castle, but

with its famous decorations by 9nturricchio, belongs of course to the

first flower of the Renaissance.

Very difference from the Papal naloces were the fortresses and

castles of the nobles, often made in or out of ancient buildings.

Thus the Coliseuri,far more perfect in the Middle Ages than as flOW

after it was robbed to build Renaissance alaces and churches, was at

one tine occupied as a fortress by the Frangipani. But the greatest

and most famous of then was the Castle of St. Angelo, which has never

lost its character as a. fortress, though nowadays it is little more

than a museum. But till quite modern times it was to Rome what the

Tower is to London state fortress and state prison.. Originally

it ras the Imnerial Mausoleum built by Fadrian when the first Imrerial

Mausoleum of Augustus was full; and the Em-erors and their families

were regularly buried there down to the 3rd century. Its position at

the head of the bridge which connected it with the city made it

inevitable that, if’ ever Bore were besieged, it should he occupied and

defended as an outwork. And we find it so used in the sieeof Rone

during Justinian’s conquest in the 6th century,. when it lost much of its

splendid marble and bronze ornaments. (Nevertheless Magister Gregorius

still saw a bronze bull standing on the rampart.) No doubt it continued

to be treated as a fortress, for in the dark da”rs of the 10th century we

find it in the hands of the Roman leader Crescentius, and from him it got

the name of Castellur. Crescentii which it long retained (so in Mal3ister

Gregorius). The other narnCastellum Sci Anieli renlaced it later

(11th century) hut is older than that, and serves to record the tradition

of the Vision of St. Michael on its summit seen by Gregory the Great

during the lague, and the chapel commemorating this (610). Later,

other families held it, and it was not till the Poses took up their

residence in the Vatican at the end of the JJ4th century that it became

a Papal fortress connected with the nalace by a covered passage along

the wall, and so formed an imortant element in roviãing for the

security of the 0p0V5 person. Clement VII was saved by it in 1527

when Pome was being sacked by the Constable of Bourbon.

The impression left by the history of Rome in the Middle Ages is

one of continurus disorder, conflict, destruction and these fortresses

are the outward symbols of the state of thins that Trevailed. There

was hardly ever a. eriod of quiet long enough for civilisation and art

to make much growth. The political asmirations of the Roman neople and

their leaders (Cola di Rienzo), based on the memories of the ancient

world, led to nothing but disapnointments. The nobles were at constant

war with one another, or with the moo-b; and the medieval Popes were

never able to assert their authority for long together, and at last

gave um the struggle and retired to a foreign country,

We camiot wonder that under these circumstances Rome was backward

in culture as comared with other Italian cities. It was not until the

Panal authority was firmly esteblished by a series of energetic Popes

in the 15th and 16th centuries that an at least outward prosperity and

magnificence made Rome the dignified capital of Catholocism, though it

was at the exense of popular liberty and ultimately of intellectual

Progress. With the emancipation and unification of Italy in our own days,

omc while retaining its character as a. religious comital and at the same

time becoming an important centre of scientific and huranistic studies,

has started on a new career as the capital of .a great European State.

G.Mc .N.Bushforth
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JACKEN KNIGT OPUSCUIA

Professor G.R. Vii1on Knight has very kindly presented to the Classics
Department a large coiection of offprints of his brother Jackson
Knight’ articles. Ir readers who would like copies of any of the
following works are invited to contact Professor Vjiseman, who wiil be
glad to provide them. (It would be a help if overseas readers could
make a small contribation towards postage costs.)

A Romano—iritish Settlement near Bloxham (l9O)

Vergil Aeneid VI 567—0, Class. Rev. 44 (i9o)

The Defence of the Acropolis and thu Panic before Salamis, 2
allenjc Studies 51 (1931)

Epilegomena to The ‘Jooden Horse’, ILassicul Philolo 26 (1931)

Iliupersi’les, Class. çaart. 26 (1932)

Magical Motivc in Seneca’ s Troades, Trans. . Phil. Lp. 63 (1932)

Maze Symbolism and the Trojan Game, iic (Dec. 1932)

‘nimamquo )iperbwn’ and Octavian, 1as. . 47 (1933)

The Wooden Horse at the Gate of Troy, Cias. . 28 (1933)

(untitled -. on the nano of Troy), iiitiçuity (June 1933)

Aeneas and History, Proc. in. Phil. Ass. 65 (1934)

Clarus Acjuilo, Rev. 48 (1934)

The Bomano—British te near Bloxham, 1933—5 (n.d..)

yth and Legend at Troy, Folk—lore 46 (1935)

A Prehistoric Ritual. iattern in the SLxth Aeneid, ‘ans. . Phil.
66 (1935)

The Tragic Vision of Aecby1u, Greece nd Rome 5 (1935)

Integration ind Iomeric Hymn to ;poUo, Proc. mi. Vhil. s. 67 (1936)

enes nd History, Greece and Pim 6 (1937)

Crotao Oaxein, Cla. Rev, 51 (1037)

The Surnrian Provenanc of Grud& Defensive LJanctity, Proc. n. Phil.
68 (1937)

Texture Pattoras in Vorgil, Proc. Class. .. 34 (1937)

A Romano—Britih Lte at Bloxham, Oxen., Oonionsia 3 (1938)
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Virgil eneid 1 193 end VIII 18—50, Proc. n. Peil. 69 (1938)

Zeus in the i?romothuia, Jnl. Helienic Studies 58 (1938)

Caeli corivuxa per auras, Class. uart. 34 (1940)

Poetic Sources and Integration, Vorgiliu (y 1940)

Inteiration end thu Hymn to poio, rn. Jnl. Phil. 62 (1941)

Repetitive Style in Vergil, Trans. m. Phil. 72 (1941)

Pairs of Passages in Vergil, Greece Rome 13 (1944)

Forty—second Report on Devonshire Folk Lore, Trans. Devon
Forty—fourth “ ‘

Forty—fifth “ H H II

Forty—sixth H H ii U U Il

Forty—suventh U II U Il H

Recent Clasic:il Studie, Th ãnd Ld Rein 4 (1947)

Dc rnanitte prodeunti littrao, Hum anitas 2 (1948)

New Principles in Vorgilien Communtry, Eumenitas 3 (1950)

Vorgil and Honur, Virgil Society Pruidcntial .ddress (1950)

many—minded Homer. 0rphou 1 (1934)

The fter—Lifu in Greek and Roman :ntiqi.ity, Folk—lore 69 (1958)

Ovid’s Hcjtre and Rhythm, Ovidiena (Paris 1958)

Vurgil’ s Latin, cta Clasic& 1 (1958)

De nominurn Ovidianoruan Grccitate, Orpheus 6 (1959)
H H da convoio ovidiano (1959)

Th Value of a Classical &lucation Todsy, Ri.vita di cultura clL.ssica
o mediouvalo 2 (1960)

Virilio, Plotino, Boezio, Orpheus 9 (1962

1so L. 1. S Jermyn, Heather gns in iirgil, Greece and Rome 59 (1951)

John Murry, Universitiu (ndurson Mcorial Lecture, Lberduun),
Dalhousi Review (n.d.)

i:. J. eneas Pontifex, rlian Essys (1948)

Nevilo Uatts, Virgil and. Vordsworth, Dablin Review (Oct. 1946)

Fiu1d—Marsh1 !Thrl Wavull, arms and the Men, Virgil Society.
Presidential ddross (1948)

£• (1944)
II 79(1947)

80 (1948)
81 (1949)
82 (1950)
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